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If you only know Lancia from its last few decades of production,
you probably have a very distorted view of the brand's worth
your mental databank of things Lancia is
limited to rusty Betas and odd littie hatchbacks
that even the trendiest Romans find weird-looking,
then may we suggest you've been handed the
rough end of the pineapple.
Even if you can recall the world-beating Lancia
rally cars like the Delta integrale, and before that
the Stratos, you mightn't know of the majesty that
once was the Lancia road car.
The downward spiral from grace was set in motion
in 1969, when the Lancia brand feli into the hands of
none other than state-owned Fiat. In a way, it was
Lancia's own fault; it had chosen to ignore the new-age
realities of car building and, whiie its insistence on
high quality and painstaking production methods was
honourable, it was also what got it into f,nancial strife.

when Fiat made a takeover bid in '69, Lancia
decided to roll over.
Clearly, Fiat's grand plan was to base notionally
upmarket models on existing running gear and slap a
Lancia badge and a bigger price tag on same Which
might have worked had it not been for Fiat's roughshod approach. Combine Fiat's dubious build quality of
the time with dodgy Russian steel (hey, it was cheap)
and the Beta was doomed to a (short) life of oxidisation.
And it didn't matter how many Lancia badges were
þriefly) stuck to the thing, it was always going to be
So

a turkey.

But there was a time when an independent
and proud Lancia built some of the world's most
innovative, influential and downright remarkable
motor vehicles. They were the choice of royaity - both
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ONE OF THE THINGS
THAT STAMPED A
LANCIA GT AS GREAT
WAS ITS V6 ENGINE
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PICKING UP THE
PIECES John Lawson
spent endless hours
chasing all the bits for
his 820 GT. But it was

worth the effort.
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the crowned-head and the Hollywood
variety - and they were regarded as
being cut from the same cloth as Ferraris,
Maseratis and the rest of those hedonistic
Latin dream machines.
The brand championed left-f,eld thinking
and the technology it brought with it
included the de Dion rear end, space-frame
construction and the f,rst production V6
engine for road cars. Ah yes, the V6
Another victim of globalisation, we're
afraid. Because once upon a time, the V6
was a truly exotic layout.
TWo-banks-of-three was the preserve of
supercars like the Ferrari Dino, technocrats
like the Maserati-powered Citroën SM, and
luxury sports cars. Like the Lancia.
And then (as far as Australians are
concemed) in 1988, along came the VN
Commodore with its hoary oÌd 3.8litre V6,
and within minutes the V6's aspirational
share-price took a nose-dive.
In fact, as a metaphor for Lancia's own
fortunes, the decline of the V6 into massproduced pap is pretty hard to beat
But this magazine is Australian Classic
Car, right? Precisely. So we reserve the right
to don the rose-coloured specs and re-live
a time before corporate greed became the
default setting. A time when car makers

cared about the vehicles they produced
and how they were perceived A time, then,
when Lancia was still at the top of its game.
And of all the great cars it produced
back then, the absolute highlights were
the GTs: swoopy t\Mo-door versions of
what passed for þy Lancia standards)
mainstream sedans. And one of the things
that stamped a Lancia GT as great was
that V6 engine. We've managed to locate
two of them down under... the very f,rst
and the very last

1951 Aurelia 820 GT
The B20 GT was an adaPtation of the
B10 sedan launched in 1950. As such, it
used the sliding pillar front suspension
arrangement and a semi-trailing arm rear
end that was only ûnally repiaced by a de
Dion tube for the GT's fourlh series in 1954.

It also used the 810's

V6 laYout,

but

upped capacity from 1750cc to two litres.
Although conventional bY modern
standards, the V6 was uber-sexy in its day
and used a single camshaft in the valley of
the vee, pushrods, and a single carburettor
for 70hp. And let's not forget elements like
hemispherical combustion chambers and

all-alÌoy construction.
inside was a collection of Bakelite art
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deco gauges and switches and a split
bench seat, making the car a six-seater if
absolutely necessary
And that body... While it might appear a
little hunchbacked from one or two angles,

it's undeniably gorgeous with beautiful
proportions (it has a shorter wheelbase
than the B10 sedan) and a clean, no-fuss
look that was at odds with what the rest of
the world - North America in particular was doing at the time.
Aside from the powerplant, the Aurelia's
party piece was its driveline layout Rather
than simpìy bolting the engine to the fourspeed gearbox with a prop-shaft to the
differential, Lancia had cottoned-on to the
concept of optimising weight distribution.
So the Aurelia had a prop-shaft spinning
at engine speed, which fed power down the
length of the car to the clutch/gearbox/diff
unit mounted in line with the rear axles.
This transaxle unit also placed the drum
brakes inboard to minimise un-sprung
weight, and a classic layout was born
The model was not without controversy,
however, but that had nothing to do with
its mechanical layout (despite the swingaxle nature of the rear drive).
Nope, the big hoo-hah was over who
exactþ designed the origÍnal 820. With a
f,nancial stake in Pininfarina at the time
(it sold its share in 1963) Lancia ofñcially
credited that studio with the 820's layout
and looks.
And while Pininfarina certainly built
later examples of the cal the provenance of
the f,rst 90 or so are in dispute. Apparently
Ghia stylist Mario Boano might have been

responsible for the f,rst design, which was
then built by the third styling house in the
saga,

Viotti

That theory seems to hold water, too,
since Viotti built the frrst 90 production
cars, including this one owned by
development consultant John Lawson.
John's car is actually body number 12
(car number 10 was second at Le Mans
and ran the Mille Miglia in 1951) and
has a compelition history that includes
the 1952 Targa Florio
But hang on, it's right-hand-drive.
What's going on there? Believe it or not,
although Italy adopted driving on the
right-hand side of the road around the mid
1920s, it was all a bit ad hoc (until the '20s,
you drove on the right in country areas
and on the left in cities. Cynics would say
not much has changed) and Lancia didn't
built its flrst left-hand drive car until 1953.
John has upgraded his car over the years
so that it now sports a 2.5-litre V6 from
the later series cars, but the rest is just as
Lancia intended.
And that \Ã¡as no mean feat, because the
car was hardly complete by the time it fell
into John's hands.
"l made a list of 103 parts that were
missing," he explains.
"Different people had played with it over
the years and I had to chase stuff all over
the world to f,nd the missing bits. I finally
got the last piece - the ashtray - off a

bloke in Gippsland about 30 years ago."
And boy, does he drive the 820 hard. As
well as the bigger engine, the 820 also has
a Nardi Roor-ðñift coñversion that was á
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AURELIA B2O GT
ENGINE:
149ci (2.4'liûe) V6

TRANSilISSION3
Four-speed manual
POWER:118bhp (88kW)
@

5000rpm

ToROUE: l27lblft
(172Nm) @

3500rpm

KERB WEIGHI:
23151b (1O50kq)

O.60MPH:12.3 seconds

IOP SPEED:
112mph (18okm/h)
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NOl BAD FOR AN
OLD FELLA Okay, so
88kW doesn't sound
like much these days,
but compare the 820 to
its contemporar¡es and
it suddenly makes sense.
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period modilcation and, one suspects, is a lot
nicer to use than the standard column-change.
The B2O isn't what you'd call fast these days,
but, Ín the manner of all good oldies, travelling
in it is an event.
John has thrown away most of the original
exhaust and instead fitted the GT with a straight
through pipe off each exhaust manifold. The
gasses pass through a smali hot-dog style muffle:
on each sÍde before joining the atmosphere in a
flourish of lush, spluttering decibels.
The handling belies the car's 60 years on the
planet and it rides bumps and potholes vastly
better than most of its contemporaries. Missing

from the Lancia, too, is the collection of
rattles and whining-gear noises that beset
most designs of this era
Perhaps the only real let-down is the

braking system which, in true drum-brake
fashion, allows for some shuddering under
hard braking and retardation levels that
lack the ferocity modern drivers would
doubtless expect.

That aside, however, it's very easy to see
how the 820 GT would have been regarded
as a revelation in an age where most
family-sized cars had side-valve fourcylinder engines and took until aftemoon
tea to reach 100km,¡Lr

7963 FlamÍnia cT 3C
The'3C' tag on Marc Bondini's Flaminia
coupé denotes the triple carburettors that
feed the 2.8-litre version of essentially the
same V6. But the powerplant looked a lot
different by the time the last of the GTs
turned up with the then (and now, if you
ask us) fashionable black crinkle finish on
the valve covers and air-cleaner.
Whip that air cleaner cover off and
you're greeted with the six bell-mouthed
snouts of the three 35mm Weber
downdraughts, which, coincidentally, were
also the standard f,tment on the original

Lamborghini Miura. And if you know your
Lambo history you'lÌ also know the Miura
was a bit prone to setting itself on f,re. The
melted plastic outer of the throttle cable
on Marc's car testifres that the Webers
were the common denominator.
The Flaminia GT was, like the Aurelia
GT, based on the four-door Lancia of the
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THE FLAMINIA HAS
THREE WEBERS
LIKE THE LAMBO
MIURA, WHICH
WAS PRONE TO
SETTING ITSELF
ON FIRE

day, but that really only means the floorpan
is the same as the sedan.
With a Superleggera (iightweight) body

by coachbuilder Touring, the Fiaminia GT
uses alloy body panels that are welded
(and in some cases secured by selftappers) to a steel space-frame. And while
it's an elegant way to go, it also provides
one of the Flaminia's bíggest problems:
galvanic corrosion.
As a physicist wiil tell you, when you
combine two dÍfferent metals and subject
them to an electrical current (from the
car's battery in this case) a flow of electrons
from one metal to the other can occur. It's
as deadly to alloy metais as rust is to steel.
As a resirlt, Marc disconnects the battery
of his car when it's being stored for any
length of time.
The styling is def,niteiy handsome, but
you can see a bit of AmerÍcana creeping
into the frnal result. The twin headlights,
for instance and the large triangular taillights go against the grain to an extent,
and while the long taii makes for an
extensive boot, it's a pretty shaliow one
with all that mechanical complexity
undemeath it.
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THE WHEEL DEAL
The¡e's no arguing thêt
the Flaminia's interior
is a work of art - it's

iust that getting into it
can be a struggle.
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Another surprise is that even though the
de Dion tube rear has been retained along

with the transaxle and ciutch in one unit,
the Flaminia uses leaf springs to suspend

it

all.
Inside, things are much more European
with big, clear dials and a gorgeous Nardi

wood-rimmed steering wheel.
With a re-trim in beautiful tan leathe4
Marc's car really recaptures a huge chunk
of the 1960s giamour that would have

surrounded the thing when new.
The only probiem is that I don't actually
It inside it. At 182cm I'm hardly a giant,
but even with the seat in its rearmost
position my head hits the roof lining and I
have to sit with my knees splayed either
side of the tiller that adjusts for reach, but
not for height.
To make matters worse, the gearshift in
Marc's left-hook car is offset to the centre
of the trans-tunnel, so selecting first or
third in the four-speed requires jamming
the gearstick back under my right leg.
Get around all that, though, and the
GT starts to make more sense. The V6
is torquey, and while the power delivery
is remarkably

unpeaþ it

revs out

enthusiastically and sends the GT forward
at a fair old pace.
only the frnal few hundred revs start to
make the engine feel a bit strained.
The steering lacks the last flve per cent
of involvement of some contemporaries,
but it's deadly accurate and the car traiks
true even at higher speeds. Despite the
tight cabin, the Flaminia always feels
pretty wide (especially from the 'wrong'
side) but the front end never Ìeaves you
wondering what the front wheels are up to
or where they're pointed.
Again, it's the brakes that provide the
biggest dynamic disappointment (although
they're four-wheel discs in the Flaminia).
Whether Marc's car has a sticky vacuum
booster or whether the booster was just
never man enough for the job at hand
is a moot point. What ultimately grabs
your attention is a distinct lack of brake
assistance on the second or third
application of the anchors.
Beyond that, however, the Fiaminia, even
almost five decades on, still shines brightly
enough to convince you that, modem

history notwithstanding, Lancia truly is
one of the great marques. EE
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1963 LANCIA
FLAMINIA GT 3C
ENGINE3

'169ci (2.8-litre) V6

TRANSMISSION!
Four-speed manual
POWER:148bhp (11OkW)
@

5400rpm

ToROUE3 1561b/ft
(224Nm) @ 3500rPm

KERB WEIGHT:
32631b (l480kq)
O.óOMPH:
12.7 seconds

TOP SPEED:
112mph (180km/h)
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AYE FOR DETAIL
The love and passion
Lancia put into its cars
from this era is plain to
see in the badges.
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